SemiCCA: Efficient semi-supervised learning of canonical correlations
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Abstract—Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a powerful tool for analyzing multi-dimensional paired data. However, CCA tends to perform poorly when the number of paired samples is limited, which is often the case in practice. To cope with this problem, we propose a semi-supervised variant of CCA named “SemiCCA” that allows us to incorporate additional unpaired samples for mitigating overfitting. The proposed method smoothly bridges the eigenvalue problems of CCA and principal component analysis (PCA), and thus its solution can be computed efficiently just by solving a single (generalized) eigenvalue problem as the original CCA. Preliminary experiments with artificially generated samples and PASCAL VOC data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analyzing high-dimensional co-occurring data \((x, y)\) is an important challenge in machine learning and pattern recognition communities, e.g., in the context of automatic audio tagging [1] and image annotation retrieval [2]. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [3] is a classical but still powerful method for analyzing multivariate paired samples. CCA finds projection directions \(w_x\) and \(w_y\) so that correlation between projected samples \(w_x^\top x\) and \(w_y^\top y\) is maximized.

However, the performance of CCA tends to be degraded when the number of paired samples \((x, y)\) is limited, where we often encounter in various real-world applications. Even in such cases, a large number of additional unpaired samples (i.e., \(x\)-only samples and \(y\)-only samples) are often available. To utilize such additional unpaired samples, several semi-supervised [4] extensions of (mainly kernelized) CCA have been proposed, e.g., based on Tikhonov regularization [5] and graph-Laplacian regularization [6].

In this paper, we propose a yet another semi-supervised variant of CCA called SemiCCA. SemiCCA utilizes additional unpaired samples by smoothly bridging CCA and principal component analysis (PCA). More specifically, the eigenvalue problems of CCA and PCA are combined using a trade-off parameter. Thus the solution of SemiCCA can still be obtained just by solving the combined eigenvalue problem, which is the same computational complexity as the original CCA.

SemiCCA is a generalized (and intuitively comprehensible) variant of semi-supervised CCA with Tikhonov regularization.

II. CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS (CCA)

Consider a set of paired samples of size \(N\), \(X^{(L)} = \{x_n\}_{n=1}^N\) and \(Y^{(L)} = \{y_n\}_{n=1}^N\), where each sample \(x_n\) (resp. \(y_n\)) is represented as a vector with dimension \(d_x\) (resp. \(d_y\)). Without loss of generality, we assume that \(X^{(L)}\) and \(Y^{(L)}\) are both centered, which can always be achieved by subtracting the sample means from each sample. CCA is a method of finding bases \(w_x\) and \(w_y\) for \(X^{(L)}\) and \(Y^{(L)}\) such that their correlation is maximized as

\[
\max_{(w_x, w_y)} \frac{w_x^\top S_{xy}^{(L)} w_y}{\sqrt{w_x^\top S_{xx}^{(L)} w_x} \sqrt{w_y^\top S_{yy}^{(L)} w_y}}
\]

(1)

where \(S_{xx}^{(L)} = 1/N \sum_{n=1}^N x_n x_n^\top\) and \(S_{yy}^{(L)}\), \(S_{xy}^{(L)}\), \(S_{yx}^{(L)}\) are defined similarly. The solution \((w_x, w_y)\) is given as the solution of the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & S_{xy}^{(L)} \\
S_{yx}^{(L)} & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
w_x \\
w_y
\end{pmatrix} = \lambda
\begin{pmatrix}
S_{xx}^{(L)} & 0 \\
0 & S_{yy}^{(L)}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
w_x \\
w_y
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

(2)

Taking the top \(d_z \leq \min(d_x, d_y)\) generalized eigenvectors as row vectors, we obtain \(d_z\)-dimensional mappings \((W_x, W_y)\).

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD: SEMI CCA

A. Concept

When the number of paired samples is small, CCA tends to overfit the given paired samples. Here, let us consider the situation where unpaired samples \(X^{(U)} = \{x_n\}_{n=N+1}^N\) and \(Y^{(U)} = \{y_n\}_{n=N+1}^N\) are additionally provided\(^2\), where \(X^{(U)}\) and \(Y^{(U)}\) might be independently generated. Since the original CCA cannot directly incorporate such unpaired samples, we propose a novel method named SemiCCA that can avoid overfitting by utilizing the additional unpaired samples.

Let us explain the idea of SemiCCA using an illustrative two-dimensional data set depicted in Fig. 1, where paired (resp. unpaired) samples are plotted with white (resp. red and blue). When only the paired samples \((X^{(L)}, Y^{(L)})\) are

\(^2\)In the context of automatic image annotation, \(X^{(U)}\) only exists, whereas \(Y^{(U)}\) is empty. However, the proposed method SemiCCA can be plausible even in the case of the presence of \(X^{(U)}\) and/or \(Y^{(U)}\).

used, poor projection directions may be obtained by CCA due to overfitting. In contrast, unpaired samples reveal the global structure of whole the samples in each domain. Note once a basis in one sample space is rectified, the corresponding bases in the other sample space is also rectified so that correlations between two bases are maximized.

B. Definition

Motivated by the above illustration, we propose to combine CCA with principal component analysis (PCA) for utilizing unpaired samples. There are various possibilities to combine CCA and PCA. Here, we combine the eigenvalue problems of CCA and PCA since this allows us to compute the combined solution efficiently. More specifically, the solution of SemiCCA is given by the leading generalized eigenvectors of the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

\[ B \begin{pmatrix} u_x \\ w_y \end{pmatrix} = \lambda C \begin{pmatrix} u_x \\ w_y \end{pmatrix}, \]

\[ B = \beta_B \begin{pmatrix} 0 & S_{xy}^{(L)} \\ S_{yx}^{(L)} & 0 \end{pmatrix} + (1 - \beta_B) \begin{pmatrix} S_{xx} & 0 \\ 0 & S_{yy} \end{pmatrix}, \]

\[ C = \beta_C \begin{pmatrix} S_{xx} & 0 \\ 0 & S_{yy} \end{pmatrix} + (1 - \beta_C) \begin{pmatrix} I_{dx} & 0 \\ 0 & I_{dy} \end{pmatrix}, \]

\[ S_{xx} = \sum_{n=1}^{N_x} x_n x_n^\top / N_x, \]

\[ S_{yy} = \sum_{n=1}^{N_y} y_n y_n^\top / N_y, \]

\[ I_d \] is the \( d \times d \) identity matrix, and \( \beta_B \) and \( \beta_C \) are constants named trade-off parameters taking a value in \([0, 1]\). From now on, we focus on using the single shared trade-off parameter \( \beta \) instead of the individual parameters \( \beta_B \) and \( \beta_C \) since the individual parameters makes the parameter choice laborious.

The trade-off parameters control the trade-off between CCA and PCA. Namely, when \( \beta = 1 \), Eq. (3) is reduced to the CCA eigenvalue problem Eq. (2), while when \( \beta = 0 \), Eq. (3) is reduced to the PCA eigenvalue problem, under the assumption that \( X = (X^{(L)}, X^{(U)}) \) and \( Y = (Y^{(L)}, Y^{(U)}) \) are uncorrelated. In general, SemiCCA with a trade-off parameter \( 0 < \beta < 1 \) inherits the properties of both CCA and PCA so that the global structure in each domain and the co-occurrence information of paired samples are smoothly controlled.

We focused on the case where two sets of samples are given, but SemiCCA can be easily extended to multiple data sets by considering correlations over all pairs of samples [6], [8]. Also, the proposed method can be easily extended to non-linear or non-vectorial domains by introducing the kernel trick [6]. From the formulation of kernelized SemiCCA, we can prove that semi-supervised CCA with Tikhonov regularization presented in [6] is a special case of SemiCCA, where some elements of kernel matrices are forced to be 0. We omit the details for this issue due to the limited space.

IV. EXPERIMENT WITH ARTIFICIAL DATA

We first evaluated the performance of the proposed method using the artificial data set created as follows: We considered a Gaussian pLSA model, where the latent random variable (corresponding to a canonical variable in the framework of CCA) is denoted by \( Z \) and observations are denoted by \( X \) and \( Y \). We drew samples \( \{z_i\}_{i=1}^{N_x} \) from \( N(0, I_{N_x}) \) of dimension \( d_x = 10 \) and number of samples \( N_x = 10000 \), where \( N(\mu, \Sigma) \) is a Gaussian probability density function (PDF) with mean \( \mu \) and covariance matrix \( \Sigma \). The means and covariance matrices of the conditional (Gaussian) densities \( p(X|Z) \) and \( p(Y|Z) \) were determined randomly for each trial. More specifically, we randomly generated each component of transformation matrices \( T_x \) and \( T_y \) and means \( \mu_x \) and \( \mu_y \) following \( N(0, 1) \). Then complete paired samples \( \{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^{N} \) were created as

\[ x_i = T_x z_i + \mu_x + \delta_x, i \sim N(0, \Sigma_{X|Z}), \]

\[ y_i = T_y z_i + \mu_y + \delta_y, i \sim N(0, \Sigma_{Y|Z}), \]

where each component of \( \Sigma_{X|Z} \) and \( \Sigma_{Y|Z} \) was generated from the folded standard normal distribution. The dimensions of the samples are set to \( d_x = 15 \) and \( d_y = 20 \).

We removed several samples from \( \{y_i\}_{i=1}^{N_y} \) by a simple linear discrimination. As a discriminant function, we used \( f(y) = \sum_{d=1}^{d_y} a_d (y_d - \bar{y}_d) - \theta \), where \( \alpha = (a_1, \ldots, a_{d_y})^\top \) is a coefficient vector satisfying \( ||\alpha|| = 1 \), and \( \theta \) is the discrimination threshold such that the larger \( \theta \) we set, the more samples removed. A sample \( (x_i, y_i) \) was kept paired if \( f(y_i) > 0 \), and \( y_i \) was removed otherwise.

We compare the proposed SemiCCA with the original CCA. We evaluated the performance of (Semi)CCA by the weighted sum of cosine distances defined as follows:

\[ C(W_x, W_y^*, \Lambda^*) = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \lambda_i^* \frac{w_{x,i}^\top w_{x,i}^*}{\|w_{x,i}\| \cdot \|w_{x,i}^*\|}, \]
\[ W_x^* = (\mathbf{w}_{x,1}^*, \mathbf{w}_{x,2}^*, \ldots, \mathbf{w}_{x,d}^*)^\top \] and \[ \Lambda^* = \text{diag}(\lambda_1^*, \lambda_2^*, \ldots, \lambda_n^*) \] are the “true” eigenvectors and eigenvalues. We took an oracle setting for selecting the trade-off parameter \( \beta \). Namely, we adopted the trade-off parameter \( \beta \) marking the highest score for each trial.

Figure 2 shows the evaluation scores averaged over 10000 independent trials for several discrimination thresholds \( \theta \) and also shows the average number of paired samples for each discrimination threshold. The results indicate that SemiCCA tends to outperform the ordinary CCA; it is noteworthy that even when the number of unpaired samples is not so large, SemiCCA performs better than the original CCA.

Figure 3 shows the trade-off parameter taking the highest score averaged over all the trials, and Figure 4 depicts the histogram of the best trade-off parameters. The results indicate that the best trade-off parameters were usually close to 1, i.e., the effect of PCA is only mildly incorporated. Nevertheless, the performance is much improved, as shown in Figure 2.

V. APPLICATIONS TO AUTOMATIC IMAGE ANNOTATION

A. Method

We describe the method of automatic image annotation based on the one by Nakayama et al. [9], [10] with the help of SemiCCA.

First of all, feature vectors are extracted from images and associated text labels. Each text label is composed of text words selected from a word set given in advance. We utilize Bag of Features (BoF) as image features \( \mathbf{X} = \{\mathbf{x}_n\}_{n=1}^{N} \), where SURF [11] is used for key-point detection and descriptor extraction, and binary word vectors \( \mathbf{Y} = \{\mathbf{y}_n\}_{n=1}^{N} \) as text features. Note that \( \{\mathbf{x}_n\}_{n=1}^{N} \) are labeled images, while \( \{\mathbf{x}_n\}_{n=N+1}^{2N} \) are unlabeled.

Next, a topic model is constructed from feature vectors \( (\mathbf{X}, \mathbf{Y}) \) with the help of SemiCCA. The first step is to generate latent variables \( \mathbf{Z} = \{\mathbf{z}_n\}_{n=1}^{N} \) with SemiCCA. More specifically, a function \( f_x: \mathbb{R}^d_x \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d_z \) is derived from \( \mathbf{X} \) as training samples with SemiCCA as \( f_x(x) = \Lambda^{1/2} W_x^* x \), and latent variables \( \mathbf{Z} \) are generated from \( \mathbf{X} \) with \( f_x \). The second step is to set up a topic model. The topic model is described by the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{p}(x, y) &= \sum_{n=1}^{N} \text{p}(x|z_n)\text{p}(y|z_n)/N, \\
\text{p}(x|z_n) &= \exp(-\|f_x(x) - z_n\|/2\gamma^2), \\
\text{p}(y|z_n) &= \prod_{d=1}^{d_y} \text{p}(y_d|z_n), \\
\text{p}(y_d=1|z_n) &= \mu\delta(1 - y_{n,d}) + (1 - \mu)N_d/N, \\
\text{p}(y_d=0|z_n) &= 1 - \text{p}(y_d=0|z_n),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( y_{n,d} \) is the \( d \)-th element of \( y_n \), \( N_d \) is the number of the images containing the \( d \)-th word in labeled samples, \( \delta(\cdot) \) is Dirac delta, an operator \( \propto \) stands for proportion, and \( \gamma \) and \( \mu \) are constants.

Once the model estimation has been finished, we can execute automatic image annotation through maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. More specifically, the text feature \( \hat{y} \) of the most probable text label \( \mathbf{w} \) can be derived by using an image feature \( x^{(g)} \) extracted from a given image, as follows:

\[
\hat{y} = \arg\max_{y \in [0,1]^d_y} p(y|x^{(g)})
\]
As the evaluation measures. CVIU

SemiCCA = 1

UNCLUDING

Since SemiCCA includes CCA as a special case of $\beta = 1.0$, annotation with topic models learned by SemiCCA would achieve at least as the same accuracy as the one by the original CCA. Fig. 6 indicates that a topic model build with the help of SemiCCA outperformed that of the original CCA. The total performance seemed to be poor for VOC participants, however, it should be noted again that we removed all the bounding boxes and only utilized class labels.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we proposed a new semi-supervised variant of CCA that we named SemiCCA. Unlike the previous semi-supervised CCA, our formulation is quite simple and also intuitively comprehensive. Namely, SemiCCA smoothly bridges CCA with paired samples and PCA with paired and unpaired samples by a trade-off parameter. We evaluated its performance by using artificially generated samples and PASCAL VOC data set, and revealed the effectiveness of SemiCCA against the original CCA.

Our future work includes some comparison of SemiCCA with other semi-supervised variants of CCA, especially based on Tikhonov regularization [5], [6], mutually complementary integration of SemiCCA into some methods of semi-supervised learning based on graph Laplacian regularization, and applications to various challenging real-world problems e.g. automatic music/image/video annotation and retrieval, and multi-model event correlation analysis for audio-video synchronization and audio-visual speech recognition.
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